To detach from a source of dependence  
Sufficient distance for maneuvering a ship  
To summon or call forth; conjure  
Of very thin or transparent texture; diaphanous  
Pertaining to the face  
A vast indefinite number; innumerable  
Neither masculine nor feminine  
A musical interval embracing eight diatonic degrees  
An outlying or frontier settlement  
To remind one of their duties in a supportive manner  
One who has two spouses at the same time  
A cruel or wanton murder; slaughter of innocents  
From what a copy, reproduction or translation is made  
To remove water from  
Contrary to the rules of sound thought; without sense  
A fundamental truth or rule  
To say again  
An atomizer; makes liquids into a gaseous state  
Acrid or disagreeable to the taste  
Self-restraint of one's desires or passions  
Foreknowledge of events, foresight  
One who loves books  
One who carries out a crime or deception  
A belief dictated by probability; assumption  
Similarity in appearance or qualities; likeness  
Placed in a lower class, rank, or position; inferior  
A change  
Indirect or roundabout expression using many words
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